
 

Politician’s Earth Citizen Covenant 

I am reclaiming my democratic sovereignty in a globalised world by becoming a Global 

People Power, Earth Citizen. This means that I will be voting in national elections for 

politicians (unless they promote hate) who have joined our movement by becoming 

fellow Earth Citizens.  

By becoming an Earth Citizen and by signing this Covenant you are, if elected, agreeing to: 

• Implement Earth Citizen Assembly’s Global Policy Packages* alongside other 

governments.  

• Create National Citizens’ Assemblies to (A) agree or suggest amendments to the 

Global Policy Packages and (B) to deliberate on national policies which do not 

require global cooperative action i.e. they do not threaten to damage the nation’s 

security or economic sustainability and can therefore be implemented immediately 

and unilaterally.     

• Organise National Preferendums to agree, reject or suggest amendments to the 

Global Policy Packages. 

As more people claim their Earth Citizenship, politicians and political parties joining our 

movement will have a greater chance of winning elections. They will be showing that they 

have the systemic global strategies to tackle the systemic global problems threatening all 

life on earth. 

Sender: 

Sender’s postcode:  
Website: www.globalpeoplepower.org 

Politician’s Earth Citizen Covenant 
As a candidate for, or Member of the………………………………………Parliament/Assembly, I agree 

that, if elected, I will vote for Earth Citizens’ Global Policy Packages* to be implemented 

alongside other governments. I will also encourage members of my party to make the 

Politician’s Earth Citizen Covenant party policy. *The Global Policy Package will remain 

provisional until sufficient nations have agreed via national preferendum to act upon it. 
I hereby hold myself accountable for tackling the causes of global challenges through 

global participative, cooperative action.  

If I revoke my covenant I will inform Global People Power, those I represent or seek to 

represent. 

Open statement in support of Global People Power: 

Politician’s name and signature: 


